Genealogy Report of Kuloth - II
Descendants of Kelan

Generation No. 1

1. Kelan\(^1\) He married Maatha.

Children of Kelan and Maatha are:
   i. Kannan\(^2\) (Kurrotuparambatha).
   ii. Kunchiram (Kurrotuparambatha).
2. iii. Chaatu.
   v. Koran (Putamba Manni).
   vi. Keelu.

   Notes for Keelu:
   Did not marry
   vii. Kunguchi (Poiloor).
   viii. Cheeru (Pullookara).

Generation No. 2

2. Chaatu\(^2\) (Kelan\(^3\)) He married Chirutha.

Children of Chaatu and Chirutha are:
   i. Ashokan\(^3\).
   ii. Kunchikrishnan.
   iii. Sarojini.

3. Kunchikutty\(^2\) (Kelan\(^1\)) He married Kunguchi Konthamaatta, daughter of Kannan Konthamaatta and Chirutha.

Child of Kunchikutty and Kunguchi Konthamaatta is:
4. i. Nanu\(^3\) Kuloth.

Generation No. 3

4. Nanu\(^3\) Kuloth (Kunchikutty\(^2\), Kelan\(^3\)) He married Rohini.

Children of Nanu Kuloth and Rohini are:
   i. Babu\(^4\).
   ii. Suresh.
   iii. Jaseena.